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Thanks for sending this song. 

It’s awesome.

I love how present the vocals are and the imagery 
that the lyrics instantly inspire. 

The blackest car you’ve ever seen...

It reminds of that scene in Spinal Tap: 
“How much more black could this be? The answer is... None”.

I’m really excited about this video. 

I think it would be memorable, cool, funny, and dare I say it… 
Massively viral.

The idea is to take the popular idea that the car as a phallic sym-
bol and, over the course of the video, make that concept more and 
more tangible. 

I was inspired by the way they achieved this stunt in
Austin Powers: CLICK HERE 

The idea that they achieved the ‘self-driving-car’ effect in camera, 
but disguising the stunt driver as if he were a car seat. Here’s an-
other similar idea: CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46kXH6GGtT0
http://www.dga.org/Craft/DGAQ/All-Articles/1503-Summer-2015/Shot-to-Remember-Austin-Powers.aspx
http://imgur.com/gallery/v604GpS


We open in the dead of night at a bus depot on the edge of town. 
The streets are wet with recent rain. 

Streetlights reflect a sheen off the slick pavement.

We find PENNY, a young, beautiful and innocent waitress - the 
likes of which you might only find in a vintage horror flick. 

She runs out for the bus. 
She hollers for it to wait. 

But wouldn’t you know it… Her heal breaks and she tumbles. 
The bus takes off into the night. 

Stranded and desperate, she screams.

“Damn it!”

Cue music...





As soon as the music hits, she’s startled and turns towards...

The car. Hulking. Muscly. Ink black. 
The high beams flash towards her and she shields her eyes…

But she’s curious so she moves towards the car - and as she 
does, the passenger door opens for her. She climbs in the car and 
there’s Leon in the driver’s seat, singing to himself.

He doesn’t acknowledge her at all. His eyes are dead on the road 
ahead. She closes the door, and the car takes off.

Broken white lane lines on the pavement streak past, faster and 
faster, until the motion blur seems to connect the lines into a 
single, continuous line. 

Leon’s hands grip over the steering wheel. 
We see he’s wearing leather driving gloves.

Penny is chilly, and hits a button that reads, “SEAT WARMER”. 
She smiles as she grows more comfortable in the car.

Again, Leon hasn’t acknowledged her at all.

The seat grows warm (burn baby burn baby) and she grows more 
and more relaxed. 

And that’s when things get weird.









We notice a pair of eyes open in the head rest behind her. 

All done as a practical effect, like an 80s creature in a John 
Carpenter movie. She doesn’t know it. But the yellow eyes of the 
car seat head rest stare right at the back of her head. 

We can draw out the tension by extending  the amount of time it 
takes before this next bit:

As she grows more comfortable and seemingly a bit woozy, Pen-
ny closes her eyes… The living car-seat opens a ‘mouth’, made of 
stitched leather and we see a leather tongue protrude and lick 
leather lips…

And leather hands extend out and wrap Penny’s body. 

And tug on her blouse. 

And, it’s weird... 
But she seems to like it.

But Leon keeps his eyes on the road. 
There’s a tunnel up ahead.

The leather hands pull her skirt up and she seems to grow more 
excited and tilts her head back… 

And just before what we know is about to happen fully happens, 
the car plunges into the tunnel - casting the screen in total 
darkness.









And from the darkness we see a cartoon zipper bisect the screen. 

The zip pulls down, and our camera pushes through the darkness, 
through a tunnel of white and black stripes blurring past like the 
stargate sequence in 2001: A Space Odyssey...

Until we emerge through the tunnel in a flash of white.

Our camera pulls back from white, revealing the broken lane line.

Camera tilts up and reveals the car, now empty, parked diagonally 
across the center of the dark road.

Camera pushes further into the car, and for just a brief moment, 
we see two sets of eyes - one in each of the car’s headrests. 

The eyes blink and we…



CUT TO BLACK.









THANKS
x

Jordan


